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Find inspiration month after month with 12 specially selected designs from That Patchwork

PlaceÃ‚Â®.Enjoy works by talented designers Amy Ellis, Audrie Bidwell, Cheryl Brown, Darra

Williamson, Jill Finley, Jolene Klassen, Julie Herman, Kim Brackett, Kim Diehl, Rebecca Silbaugh,

Sally Schneider, and Sue PfauUse the enclosed pullout booklet for step-by-step instructions for

each enticing project--a terrific valueTake pleasure in quilts that showcase a wide variety of fabrics

and color palettes
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Discover 12 selected designs from That Patchwork Place. Designers include Amy Ellis, Kim Diehl,

Julie Herman, Sally Schneider, and more. Instructions are included for each enticing project!

I love Quilts, and this calendar has some real beauties. I love the instructions too, very clear

directions. There's just a couple of problems with this latest version (I also bought the 2012

calendar) and that is: the days of the month are printed in such an extremely light color that I had to

RE-color over them with a broader dark felt tip marker in order to see them from about 5 feet away!

There's simply no good reason for a calendar to be printed with such light ink! The number sizing

was also much smaller this year than in 2012. Calendars are meant to be seen. The other

significant problem was the glue that was used to attached the Quilt instructions would not come

loose to allow me to take the Instructions out of the calendar for safekeeping. It just plain stuck to



the paper and actually ripped part of the paper off when I very carefully removed it from the

calendar. In 2012 the glue came off/peeled off easily - as it should have. Somebody would be wise

to attend to this issue at That Patchwork Place as this will be the last calendar I will buy from them,

UNLESS these issues are addressed.

I liked that all the quilt blocks and patterns were in a tear away section at the back of the calendarso

it isn 't so bulky. Blocks are nice and directions seem to be easy to follow

This calendar hangs on my bathroom wall - so I can see it each morning. I have everyone in our

family's and close friends' birthdates and anniversaries listed - so this lets me know who I need to

send cards to. However, as a quilter, I love that I get 12 lovely quilt patterns each year, too.

I have purchased a That Patchwork Place calendar nearly every year as a gift. It is a large size

calendar with high quality photos on quality paper. Anyone that loves quilting would love to use this

calendar in there home. The quilts are absolutely gorgeous!

I'm a lover of quilts and quilting and this calender is georgous!The numbers are clear to see with

plenty of room for notes.And the quilt photos (WITH directions on how to make it) are just lovely.I

want to try them all.

The photos of the quilts are very nice and there are clear instructions for the quilts which are

featured. Recommend!

Buy this calendar for my Mom EVERY Christmas and she is always happy to get it. I think she

always orders a copy too so she can have two in her house.

Got this for my mom, she loved it, said it was great, very colorful, and had the designs to make all

the quilts even though they were very complicated. Would buy this again.
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